The behavior of a prime ideal in a polynomial ring when the basic field is extended to a larger field has been studied extensively by Zariski(l) in the case of a basic field of characteristic 0 and by A. Weil in the general case (his results are not published as yet). Our main purpose is to extend these results to the case of ideals in rings of power series, a case in which essentially new difficulties are encountered.
We have nevertheless included in this paper a treatment of the "polynomial" case; several types of arguments appear in their simplest form in this case.
1. Separably generated extensions. A finite extension Z/K of a field K is said to be separably generated if there exists a transcendence base B of Z with respect to K such that Z is separable over K(B).
MacLane has proved(2) that the following conditions are equivalent when Z/K is a finite extension of a field K of characteristic p^O: I. The extension Z/K is separably generated; II. The extension Z/K preserves p-independence; III. If yi, • • • , y m are elements of Z and are linearly independent over K, then y\, • • • ,yvm are linearly independent over K.
Conditions II and III remain equivalent if Z/K is an infinite extension, but they are no longer equivalent with I. It seems to me that the "good" notion of separably generated extension is the one which is expressed by II or III. For this reason, the term "separably generated extension" will be taken in this paper as synonymous with "extension preserving ^-independence. " We shall often use a trivially equivalent formulation of condition II, which is: II'. If L/K is any finite extension of K such that KELQKllp, then [ZL:Z]=[L:K]. Proposition 1. Assume that the extension Z/K is separably generated. If K'/K is any algebraic extension of K, the extension ZK'/K' is separably generated.
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Proposition
3. Let © be a semi-simple hyper complex system over the field K, and let Z/K be a separably generated extension of K. Then the hypercomplex system ©z over Z (obtained from © by extending the field of coefficients from K to Z) is semi-simple.
Let {ui, • • • , um} be a base of ©/2s7. Assume that a=z2n.iz»M» (Z%Ç.Z, I^îîSwî) is an element of the radical of ©z; then ab is nilpotent for every ¿>G©z. It follows that ö belongs to theradicalof ©z-, where Z' = 2v(zi, • • ■ ,zn). It is therefore sufficient to prove Proposition 3 in the case where Z is finite over K.
Let then {xi, -• • ,xr} be a separating transcendence base of Z/K, and set Z* =K(xi, • ■ • , x,). Since Z is algebraic and separable over Z*, it is sufficient to prove that ©z« is semi-simple.
Let 0 It follows that a = 0. Since every element of ©z* can be brought in o by multiplication by an element of Z*, it follows that ©z* is semi-simple. all (e).
Let {fa} be a linear base of Z/K. We may express every coefficient of any one of the series 0\j/w as a (finite) linear combination of the £Vs with coefficients in K; given any k>0, the expressions of the coefficients of the monomials of degrees less than or equal to k will involve only a finite number of the elements f«. We may write <¥<«) = Z r.*<. The proof runs along exactly the same lines as the proof of Proposition 2, and we may therefore omit it. Lemma 1. Let K'/K be a finite algebraic extension of K. We have If we equate to 0 the coefficient of every monomial in the series^ïï.i^'w«.
we see that 00¿ = O, whence <bi = 0 (l^i^m), which proves Lemma 1. ] which can be written in the form \p°. It follows that there are at most m distinct isomorphisms of K'/K into Z*/K. In order to prove that K' is algebraic over K, it will be sufficient to prove that if u is an element of Z which is transcendental over K, and if k is any integer, there always exists an automorphism crk of Z*/K such that ak(u)=uk.
In fact, we can form a transcendence base B of Z*/K which contains u; let B' be the set obtained by replacing u by uk in 73; 73' is also a transcendence base of Z*/K, and there exists an isomorphism t of K(B) with K(B') which maps « upon uk and leaves the elements of K invariant. Since Z* is the algebraic closure of K(B), r may be extended to an isomorphism ak of Z* with the algebraic closure of K(B'), that is, with Z*, which proves our assertion.
We have proved that K' is algebraic over K and that there are only a finite number of distinct isomorphisms of K'/K into Z*/K, which proves that the largest separable extension of K contained in K'/K is of finite degree over K. Lemma 1, and therefore also Proposition 6, are proved.
Remark. It is quite easy to see that it is impossible to require the field K' of Lemma 1 to be of finite degree over K; it can be proved that K' may be selected such that, for a suitable/, K'p/ is of finite degree over K. We shall not give here the proof of this assertion, which we shall not use in this paper. This proposition has been proved by Zariski(4). It can also be derived exactly in the same way as we obtained Proposition 3. For these reasons, we shall omit its proof.
7. If K is algebraically closed in Z, any polynomial in one letter, with coefficients in K, which is irreducible in K remains irreducible in Z(6).
Let/(Jf) be such a polynomial. We adjoin to Z an element x which is a root of the equation f(x) =0, and we denote by g(X) the irreducible polynomial in Z, with first coefficient 1, which admits x as a zero. Since g(X) divides f(X), the conjugates of x with respect to Z are all zeros of f(X) and are therefore algebraic over K. Taking into account the relations between coefficients and roots of an equation, we see that the coefficients of g(X) are algebraic over K, that is, lie in K, whence g(X) =af(X), a£.K, which proves Proposition 7. also know that the extension ZK'/K' is separably generated, Corollary 1 is proved.
Corollary 2. Let S/K be a finite algebraic extension of K, and assume that K is strongly algebraically closed in afield Z. Then, the hyper complex system Sz is afield.
In fact, the subfield SZ of the algebraic closure of Z is of degree equal to [S.7Í ] over Z. It follows that Sz coincides with SZ, considered as a hypercomplex system over Z. The field 5 may be considered as a hypercomplex system over K(yi, • • ■ , yr); we see that © is the hypercomplex system Sz<.Vl,v%.■ ■ -.»,) which is deduced from 5 by extension of the field of coefficients from
Since © is a hypercomplex system, the zero ideal in © has no imbedded prime divisor; the same holds therefore for the zero ideal in O. We conclude that the ideal 25 has no imbedded prime divisor. Moreover, if SB is any prime divisor of 25, the ideal 2B/25 is a prime divisor of the zero ideal in O If K is strongly algebraically closed in Z, we know that K(yi, • • • , yr) is strongly algebraically closed in Z(yi, • ■ ■ , yT) (cf. Propositions 4a, §1, and 6a, §2). By Corollary 2 to Proposition 7, §2, it follows that © is in this case a field, that is, that 25 is a prime ideal.
We shall now prove that 25 is always a prime ideal when K is strongly algebraically closed in 5. We first show that it is sufficient to prove this statement in the case where the extension Z/K is finite. In fact, if there exist two polynomials in Z[Xi, ■ ■ • , Xn], neither of them belonging to 25, but whose product belongs to 25, let Z' be the field generated by adjunction to K of the coefficients of these polynomials; Z'/K is a finite extension, and the ideal gen- Since Z/2Î7' is a finite algebraic extension, we see that it will be sufficient to prove our statement in the case where Z/K is a finite algebraic extension. Assuming that such is the case, we observe that every element of © may be written in the form ^aaaÇa, a"G5, and that the elements fa are linearly independent over 5.
It follows that © may be identified with the hypercomplex system Zs obtained by considering Z as a hypercomplex system over K and extending the field of coefficients from K to 5. Since K is strongly algebraically closed in 5, [January Zs is a field by Corollary 2 to Proposition 7, §2, which proves our assertion. Conversely, let us assume that 25 is a prime ideal whenever Z/K is a finite algebraic extension; we shall then prove that K must be strongly algebraically closed in 5. Let 5* be the algebraic closure of 5; if Z/K is any algebraic extension of finite degree contained in S*/K, the hypercomplex system Zs over 5 is a field, which proves that In fact, let Z* be the algebraic closure of Z. The ideal generated by 25 in Z*[Xi, • • • , Xn] is prime; but this ideal is also the ideal generated by 25 in the same ring, which proves our assertion.
We shall now give a proposition which is the base of the theory of products of algebraic varieties. We denote by K a field, and by (Xi, The elements u"ET, being linearly independent over K, may be included in a linear base of T/K; remembering what we have said at the beginning of this section, we see that 2^,Ma(M; a)MEu for every a. It follows that 2~léM,aa(M; a)MUaEto.
On the other hand, we have clearly F-2~^M,aa(M; a)MUaEto, whence FEto, which proves the first part of Proposition 12.
Assume now that K is strongly algebraically closed in both S and T, and let K* be the algebraic closure of K. Moreover, taking into account Propositions 4, §1, and 6, §2, we see that 25 is always prime when K is strongly algebraically closed in Z.
Following the analogy with the case of an ideal in a ring of polynomials, we might expect that 25 is also always prime when K is strongly algebraically closed in 5. This is, however, not the case as can be shown by an example. This means that we have to make some more stringent requirement on the ideal b in order to insure its "absolutely prime" character.
Before being able to formulate this additional requirement, we need the following notion. Let o be a complete local ring which contains a field K, and let (w")n=i,2,... be a sequence of elements of o which converges to 0 in o; if anG.K (ra = l, 2, • • • ), the series X)»a»M» is always convergent in o. We shall say that the elements un (ra = 1, 2, • • ■ ) are strongly linearly independent over K if the conditions X)™<2*Mn = 0, anÇiK, imply a" = 0 (ra = l, 2, • • • ). The elements of a finite sequence are said to be strongly linearly independent when they are linearly independent. Definition 3. A complete local ring o containing a field K of characteristic p7¿0 is said to be separably generated over K when the following condition is satisfied: if (v") is any finite or infinite sequence of elements of o which are strongly linearly independent over K, the elements v^ are strongly linearly independent over K. If a complete local domain of integrity o is separably generated over K and if moreover K is algebraically closed in the field of quotients of o, we shall say that K is strongly algebraically closed in o.
We observe that this definition coincides with our previous definition of "separably generated" in the case where o is a field Z, the ideal of non-units of o being then the zero ideal of Z.
On the other hand, we see immediately that, if a complete local domain of integrity is separably generated over K, its field of quotients is also separably generated over K. • • • , yr) ), the solutions of (1) in elements of F* are in a one-to-one correspondence with the idempotents of the hypercomplex system Sy over F*. But a commutative hypercomplex system with a unit element has only a finite number of distinct idempotent elements, from which it follows that the system (1) has only a finite number of solutions in F*, and therefore that every such solution is algebraic over K((yi, • • • , yr)). It follows that the elements <pi, • • • , 4>d of Z((yu • • ■ , yr)) are algebraic over K((yi, • • • , yr))-We shall see that they are separable over this field. In fact, if K is of characteristic pT^O, we have e = ep, whence ^¿«/»fwf = 22><r>.'M¿; but we have w?=X£.ia<;M;> a-nEK((yi, ■ ■ ■ , yr)), whence <pj=2^-i4>'a-ii and
which proves our assertion. It follows then immediately from Lemma 1, §2, that e already belongs to ■&'<(»,, • • -,»r)). where K'/K is a finite algebraic separable extension of K contained in Z/K. Using the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 10, §3, we observe that Sk'uvi,---.vr)) = Ks ■ Since K'/K is separable and K is algebraically closed in S, we have [7C'5:5] = [Tv'.Tv] (where K' and 5 are considered as subfields of the algebraic closure of 5 for instance; cf. the corollary to Proposition 7, §2); it follows that KJ is a field, whence e = 0 or « = 1.
We now proceed to prove Proposition 10a. We may assume without loss of generality that Z is algebraically closed. We observe that, if K'/K is any extension of K, we shall be assured that 5a-' ((",, . . .,",» is a field as soon as we know that this hypercomplex system is semi-simple. We shall first prove that this is the case when K' = Kp~f, where p is the characteristic of K, which is assumed to be not equal to 0 (observe that Proposition 10a would already be proved if K were of characteristic 0). It is sufficient to prove that the condi- , the elements pkUi (lá¿<», lúi=¡d) are strongly linearly independent over K; since o is separably generated over K, the same holds for the elements (pt«,)^, whence aa = 0 for all (i, k) and <£, = 0 (1 ^i^d), which proves our assertion. We set Ka = Vj;.iKp~'', F0 = Vj;_12£>~'((yi, • ■ ■ , yT)). We have seen that Sy" is a field. In order to prove that 5a-m((»1. • • -, yr)> is a field, it will be sufficient to show that K"((yi, The statement to the effect that K is algebraically closed in the field of quotients 5 of o is proved exactly in the same way as the corresponding statement in Proposition 10, §3. In order to prove that o is separably generated over K, we return for a moment to the consideration of an arbitrary extension Z/2sT of K and we observe that, if (vn) is a sequence of elements of o such that lim fl" = 0, the strong linear independence of the elements vn in o over K implies their strong linear independence over Z in the ring denoted above by £). In fact, assume that 2Z"¿>"»" = 0, bnEZ; we may write bn in the form 2^, °t>n, aÇa, bn, aEK;  for every n we have ¿>n,a = 0 for almost all a;
it follows immediately that, k being any integer greater than 0 and p being the ideal of non-units in o, there are only a finite number of pairs (n, a) for which bn,avnEpk; we may therefore write 2^inbnvn=2^)aÇa(22nbniavn). It follows that^"o",ai'n = 0 for every a, whence ¿>"," = 0 for every (n, a) and ô» = 0 for every n. This being said, assume now that Z = K* and that yi»a«Pn = 0. a"EK. The proof is entirely similar to the proof of Proposition 11, §3. Proposition 12 however cannot be extended so easily to the case of ideals in rings of power series. We need here a supplementary notion (strong linear base of a complete local ring) which we shall establish at the beginning of the next section.
5. The field of definition of an ideal. To every power series V¿¿0 in b let us assign its "initial form" V*, which is the sum of the terms of lowest degree which appear in V. Let b* be the ideal generated in K [Xi, • • • , Xn] by the initial forms of the elements of V. If k is any integer greater than or equal to 0, we denote by Fk the linear space over K formed by the forms of degree k and by b** the set b*P\ Fk. We can find a finite set Mk of monomials of degree k such that every F*EFk may be represented in one and only one way in the form y^1Mf^Mia(M)M+W*, a(m)EK, W*Et>k*. We set M= \J^0Mk.
If a power series V of the form 2^,M^Ma(M)M belongs to b, we have a(M) =0 for every M. In fact, if we had V^0, V would have an initial form V* of degree say k, and V* would be of the form 2^^GMka(M)M, with some a(M)?±0, which is impossible since V*Eb*-Let now F be any element of Tiff-X^ • • • , X"]]. We shall construct by induction on k a polynomial F¿ of degree less than or equal to k which is a [January linear combination of the monomials M£ M and is such that F-F¿ £b+£*+1, where r. is the ideal generated by X\, ■ • • , Xn. We observe first that every form W*?¿0 in b** is the initial form of some element of b; in fact, we can write W*=£liAiV?
where each V? is the initial form of an element F,£b and where Ai is a form of degree equal to k-d°(V?); it follows immediately that W* is the initial form of the element^¿.4<V¿£b.
This being said, if 1Gb, we set Fk =0 for every k; if not, we have necessarily l£Af and we set 2*0' =2?(0, • • • , 0). Assume that Fk has already been determined; we can find an element Fi£b such that F-Fk -F¡t£r*+1; if this element belongs to £*+2, we set Fk+1 = Fk ; if not, the initial form of F-Fk -Vk is of degree k + l and may be expressed in the form ^M£Mk+la(M)M+Wk*+i, where W*+i£bi*+i; therefore W*+i is the initial form of an element of b (or is 0) ; we then set We construct a set M of monomials with the property described in Proposition 13, and we denote by TV the set of the monomials which do not belong to M. If NEN, we can find a power series Gu of the form X^G iua an indeterminate «p,<; we set Ui -?.pUp.iP; if N' is any monomial of the set N, we denote by X^-the coefficient of N' in the power series ZJ_1Z7<F,;Xjy is a linear form in a finite number of the indeterminates up,i with coefficients in K'. Consider now the system of linear equations \n(up,í) = 1; \N'(up,i) = 0 for all TV" ^ N in TV.
The coefficients of this system belong to K' ; on the other hand, the system has a solution in K, given by the coefficients of the power series Aí,n; therefore, it has also a solution in K', which proves the existence of power series 
